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66 of 69 review helpful Easy to read and understand By Allen Epling The first books of the Earth Chronicles series by 
Zecharia Sitchin were slow to develope and required reading pages and pages of historical research data and ancient 
documents before any analysis was given that made sense to the lay community This book zips past the research and 
gets right to the results of the research and quickly informs the reader as An insider rsquo s look into the decades of 
research behind Zecharia Sitchin rsquo s books as well as an in depth overview of his theories and discoveries bull 
Includes carefully selected chapters from the Earth Chronicles series as well as never before published letters articles 
and lectures bull Each piece includes an introduction offering context and insight into Sitchin rsquo s passionate work 
and revealing the man behind the theories ldquo Janet Sitchin rsquo s collection The Anunnaki Chronicles is a worthy 
successor to her uncle Zecharia Sitchin rsquo s life rsquo s work It expands and enhances our understanding of who 
the Anunnaki were why they came here and why they may somed 

[Free pdf] the quot;forbidden historyquot; of early mankind
return of nibiru my theory sitchins theory event 200 million years ago nibirus moons collapses with tiamat a planet 2 3 
times the size of earth and is cut in  pdf  claims intelligent extraterrestrial life visited the earth in ancient times and 
profoundly affected the development of human civilization related scientific disciplines  audiobook the hidden history 
of the human race by michael a cremo and richard l thompson; the best book on exposing all the anomalies in 
archaeology this is a condensed uploaded on nov 2 2011 unless you read the lost book of enki or the actual sumerian 
texts all you need to know starts here the word anunnaki is sumerian for 
history pre history archaeology and evolution
the tower of babel new page 18 september 2003 the tower of babel refers to an event and a physical structure in 
genesis and not to the more recent sessions of  Free corey explained that the pre adamite programs interrupted 22 
genetic experiments being run by human looking extraterrestrials first established 500 thousand years ago  review i 
scientists found extraterrestrial genes in human dna; ii russian scientists extraterrestrial abilities to modify dna; i a 
group of researchers working at the does zecharia sitchins quot;earth chroniclesquot; series address the fall of ancient 
mesopotamia yes and more one ancient text quot;erra eposquot; details an age of 
the tower of babel halexandria
the following answers were received from corey goode on june 26 in response to questions i sent to him about 
information he shared recently in an article about the  textbooks you have happened upon the cosmic awareness 
communications web site welcome wanderer we are an organization that out of the many incredible artefacts that have 
been recovered from sites in iraq where flourishing sumerian cities once stood few have been more intriguing than the 
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